MEMBERS’ MONTH 2020
Creating value from data
Remote auditing practices

10 Nov, 15.00 – 17.00 GMT
Supported by
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Housekeeping
RECORDING
•
The main session is being recorded so that we can share a report of this session with all members
•
Please keep yourself muted when not speaking
•
Break outs are not being recorded
INTRODUCE YOURSELF
•
When you join, if necessary edit your name and add your organization in brackets; e.g., Kimberly (ISEAL)
•
To do this, simply click on the “Participant button”
•
Next, click on “Rename” next to your name in the Participant list

HOW CAN I ASK A QUESTIONS/COMMENT?
•
Raise your virtual hand (look for this at the bottom of the Participant list)
and organizers will call on you and you can unmute yourself
•
Or pop the question in the chat box
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES ?
Reach out to Kim (ISEAL) in the chat box or write an email to membership@isealalliance.org
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Ground Rules
• Please identify yourself when speaking
• Do ask for clarification if you don’t understand something
• Silence signals agreement
• Please do participate actively and share your perspectives. We hope to make our virtual Members’ Month as dynamic as our
in-person events and to do that we need your help and contributions!

• Use the break to stretch, make yourself a cup of coffee and come back re-energised
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Icebreaker

If you could travel back in time, where and when would you travel to?
Use the link in the chat box to navigate to Fun Retro and create cards
You can also comment on your peer’s ideas and vote for the destination you like most.

We will use Fun retro during the speaker sessions to allow as many of you as possible to submit and vote on
questions of interest
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Welcome!
Time

Session

15:00 – 15:10

Introduction
Welcome, Icebreaker and summary of work to date

15:10 – 15:55

Making solutions fit for the long-term
SCS Presentation: Audit innovation- Can Technology and data fill the gaps left by
lack of physical audits?
Preferred by Nature Presentation: Perspectives from the Field- Development of
Auditor and Client support tools.
Full group discussion facilitated by ISEAL

15:55 – 16:05

Break

16:05 – 16:50

Identifying solutions – break-out
Small-group conversation about solutions and alignment/collaboration opportunities

16:50 – 17:00

Wrap up – Next Steps and Feedback Survey
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Remote Auditing Good Practices
COVID forced a necessary shift to remote auditing practices, triggering
a period of rapid experimentation and emergency responses.
Through peer-learning across and beyond ISEAL community, and
research
Project aims to:
• reach a deeper understanding of the possibilities and limitations of
remote auditing,
• begin seeking solutions that will allow sustainability assurance to
continue to operate credibly and effectively under crisis
conditions, whilst safeguarding the health and safety of all
people involved
isealalliance.org/our-work
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Remote Auditing Good Practices
What have we learned?
Impressive response by all organizations.
For many, first time remote auditing policies and practices ever implemented.

Challenges ahead
• Remote social audits
• Quality and oversight of remote audits
• Uncertainty of COVID - policy derogations need constant iterations and further developments.
• Back-logs of audits are increasing

Opportunity for innovation!
On-site audits also came with drawbacks: point in time verifications, higher environmental
footprint, costs and resource constraints etc.
Capitalize on what we are learning as a community and move solutions from the short to the
long term!
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Remote auditing – Making it fit for the long-term
We will hear today from invited speakers on both the role of
•

Technology and data

•

Protocols, training and support to auditors and other key actors

ISEAL recently completed a series of 1:1 interviews with project participants. This
report will be circulated after this meeting.
Several topics emerged as critical to further explore, if credibility of remote audits
are to be embedded in our community as part of the new normal
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Topics for Breakouts
Please choose one, amend your zoom name with a number 1-5 in brackets
E.G 1 Name (Organization)
1. Hybrid approaches – Part remote, part on-site
2. Risk based decision making – Balancing health risk with risk of NCs
3. Auditor processes – Adapting calibration, oversight and training protocols
4. Worker interviews – Replicating on-site interviews, can it be done?

5. Technology and data – Opportunities to move towards persistent data collection
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Audit Innovation During Covid-19:
Managing Challenges and Finding
Best Practices
Bonnie Holman
Director, Sustainable Agriculture
Alex Judd
Technical Associate, Sustainably Grown

Covid-19 Audit Approaches
Virtual
Fully Remote
Client engagement through
desk and virtual methods

Hybrid
1. Initial audit with desk / virtual methods
Followed by focused on-site visit
2. Lead Auditor remote
Technical Experts onsite

Videos
Interviews**
(Laptop +
Camera)
Live stream
Observation

Photos

Desk
Documents
Interviews
* (Zoom)

Meetings

Remote
System
Email / Text
Access
Phone calls

Satellite/GIS

© SCS Global Services |
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Example of Virtual Audit Flow
General
audit
plan

Pre-Audit
doc request
+ review

Pre-Audit site
review + selection
Maps

Site level
audit plan

Satellite/GIS

Option:
Stakeholde
r Survey

Floor Plans / Photos / Videos

Audit report

Document Review
Documents System Access

Interviews

Imagery
Review

Virtual
Site Visit

Video

Phone / Text
Increase Record
Sample

© SCS Global Services |
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Online Live Site Observation
Screenshot of
footage using 360
GoPro camera

SCS Auditor
via FaceTime

© SCS Global Services |
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Offline Site Observation
Screenshot of footage
using 360 GoPro
camera

No internet,
no FaceTime

© SCS Global Services |
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SCS Virtual Audit Toolkit


Satellite/GIS Imagery and detailed site maps to guide use of video
technology



360-pano 5.6 MP cameras with GPS tracking



12MP FaceTime live video and photos



Zoom / Microsoft Teams for virtual opening & closing meetings /
management interviews



Virtual facilitation of management systems / platforms (record sampling)
through video meeting or platform access



Secure electronic sharing / viewing of documents



Laptop / iPad / iPhone to facilitate virtual worker interviews (onsite)



Text / WhatsApp / surveys to facilitate more private worker engagement



Product testing

© SCS Global Services |
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SCS Focused Onsite Toolkit


CB – Client Shared Covid-19 Protocols &



360-pano 5.6 MP cameras with GPS tracking



12MP FaceTime live video and photos



KN95 masks for travel / indoor interactions



P-100 masks for any close interactions; use of timers
to limit exposure in a room



Binoculars to aid distanced site observation



Walkie-Talkie devices to aid understanding during
distanced in-person interviews



Portable offices for maximum level of risk reduction
(no use of site office; only outside activities)



Hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, thermometers,
packed lunch and beverages, etc.

© SCS Global Services |
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Challenges & Mitigation


Increased logistical complexity, greater planning time and resources required



Greater risk of client influence during virtual site visits



Decreased ability to assess site conformance – decrease in effectiveness of claim





What is written on paper is not always implemented onsite



Mitigated through increased sample to demonstrate conformance

Unable to carry out interviews with full confidence and ensuring worker protection


Lower quality data for greater individual risk; though still uncover critical areas of non-conformance



More industry-level thinking on parameters to safeguard workers is needed



Greater data management – inability for all clients to provide data remotely; large size of video files (sharing,
converting files & storage)



Equipment issues (shipping delays impacting audit; handling and use - accidental ‘time lapse’ photo setting;
water & dust on lenses in field)



Client ability to implement new practices – surveys, hotline
© SCS Global Services |



Many clients are asking for an onsite audit where it is allowed
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Learning About Virtual Audit Effectiveness


Tables represent 31 remote audits in
one program. The mean number of
findings with field-based indicators
was 0.97, 1.00, and 0.48 for 2018,
2019 and 2020, respectively.



Early analysis in Sustainably Grown
program showed mean number of
findings was 7.7 and 4 for 2019 (inperson) and 2020 (virtual),
respectively.



Anecdotal reporting on hybrid audits
show closer similarity in audit results
compared to prior years where inperson audits took place.

© SCS Global Services |
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Innovation & Best Practices


Formalize pre-onsite activities – greater use of remote data sources (satellite/GIS/ maps/drone) and document
review to maximize effectiveness of onsite audit



Flexibility to use hybrid / remote audit methods to maintain program assurance during any ‘force majeure’ situation
(beyond pandemic)



Flexibility in audit team assignments – pairing remote audit methods with local experts who can get onsite during
challenging circumstances



Increase collaboration – listen to client and auditor feedback to adapt processes; listen to CBs to shape schemelevel policies related to pandemic



Adaptive protocols for determining health & safety risks for onsite audits




Flexibility and allowance for auditors to deploy various technology approaches





CB, client, and auditor together can effectively assess actual risks for going onsite

Auditor can make decisions to adapt from live-stream video to guided offline walkthroughs
Auditor can change course from video worker interviews onsite to more controlled engagement

Increase data management – client and site level data collection to inform compliance and is used more efficiently
© SCS Global Services |
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Final Thought…
We need to continue to Be Flexible &
Adapt!

Thank You!
Bonnie Holman
Director, Sustainable Agriculture
bholman@scsglobalservices.com
+1.510.917.3138

© SCS Global Services |
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Remote auditing: Perspectives from the field

Lessons Learned: Challenges & Solutions
More LOE required for audit planning

Adjustments to audit plan, add prep time for
document review, pre-audit call

Technical difficulties during facility tours

Review potential challenges during pre-audit
calls, plan for check-ins during tours

Challenges with interviews & social auditing

Discuss plan during pre-audit call, use video
chat, ensure confidentiality, use proxies in highrisk scenarios, rely on stakeholder feedback

Importance of local (in-country) capacity

Collaboration to share resources among CBs,
use of auditor proxy

Need for training and tools to facilitate
audit

Pre-audit checklist with cert holder, auditor
trainings & guidance, use of remote tools

Need to prioritize and optimize field time

Risk-based approaches applied to portfolio,
country, cert holder; partial remote audits

Risk-based approaches

Country-level
risk designations:
What are the
official in-country
and international
travel restrictions
and guidelines,
including testing
and quarantine
requirements?

Local, corporate,
and personal
health & safety
considerations:
Are there are
restrictions from
cert holder
(COVID policies,
biz closure)? Are
there local
outbreaks? Do
we have qualified
audit able to get
onsite?

Scheme owner
requirements:
Do scheme
requirements
allow for remote
audit?

Risk classification
of cert holder
and audit type:
Is this is new
client, recertification or
annual
surveillance?
Does cert holder
have any open
issues/history of
performance
requiring site
visit?

Mitigating risk
during site visits:
Can best
practices be
followed during
audit to protect
health & safety of
auditors and cert
holder
personnel?

Risk-based approaches
•

Site visit required in all cases where:
o Required by scheme owner
o open major/critical NCs or high-risk
social/environmental requirements that cannot
be verified without site visit
o active negative media attention or stakeholder
feedback
o history of poor performance
o active complaint(s) or external investigation
o new outsourcing of certified activities

•

Use proxy in cases where site visit is required and
possible, but no qualified auditor is able to complete
fieldwork safely and with minimal/no quarantine
time.

•

When site visit is delayed, start audit through remote
process (partial remote audit) as access to
technology allows.

Technical Guidance & Tools
Decision trees for auditing planning
Cert holder remote and partial audit prep letters
Remote auditor guidance & training – reinforced at
least monthly at global level – including system for
tracking scheme owner exception policies
Internal Q&A forum for auditors to exchange
challenges and solutions
Regular communication with scheme owners where
necessary
COVID Best Practices audit checklist agreed with
cert holder prior to site visit
Client management systems for prioritizing field
work across portfolio to manage backlog, ensure
all certificates are audited (at least remotely)
during calendar year, and required follow up site
visits occur as soon as conditions allow

Long-term Approaches
Harmonized, timely approaches from scheme owners
Network or forum for CBs to share auditor resources for on-site
social auditing
Training for remote and proxy auditors to ensure CB calibration
Develop whistleblower/worker voice systems and improve
stakeholder feedback mechanisms
Continue to allow low risk audits to be completed remotely,
consider rotation of site visits and remote audits during cert
period
Use of self-assessments and remote audit to better inform onsite audit plan and target field work
Consider risk-based approach to auditing where only high-risk
items are checked annually
Targeted use of unannounced surveillance visits to check social
requirements in high-risk environments

Thank you! Questions?

Tammy Coe
Director, Systems & Integrity
tcoe@preferredbynature.org

www.preferredbynature.org

Preferred by Nature works to support better land
management and business practices that benefit people,
nature and the climate in 100+ countries.

Questions/Reflections

Reopen the same Fun Retro board as in the ice breaker activity or you use the link in the chat box
Create cards for your questions and reflections

Vote for those questions that especially interest you
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Break
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Breakout Group Discussions
A discussion about solutions
For your chosen topics, how do we make these
solutions credible in the long-term?
•

What is working well?

•

What are the big challenges/ areas of uncertainty?

•

What are some solutions to overcome barriers?
(Collaboration opportunities (e.g. data sharing,
alignment on decision making processes; cheaper,
accessible tech?)
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Breakout Group Discussions
Instructions
•

You will be put into Breakout rooms for 30 minutes

•

Try to turn on your video if your connection permits for the breakout group

•

An ISEAL staff member will assist each group with facilitation and notetaking

For report back, Think of top 3 take-aways per group.
What is working well, A challenge, A solution.
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Next Steps
•

Summary of 1:1 Interviews circulated soon

•

New paper! Helping inform choices of remote audit technology.

If you have trialled or have experience with various tools to support remote
audit information flows, Worker Voice tools, cameras, using external data
sets etc.
Please contact; Robert@Isealalliance.org
•

By end of year: Paper to summarize work so far, where do we see good
practice emerging? Are there opportunities for alignment?

Learning exchange
continues online!
Please stay in touch
and keep sharing
events, research and
policy updates with
either Felix or Robert.
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Feedback survey

Please take 3 minutes to fill out a short survey.
Your feedback will help us continue to improve!

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QJNJ77Z
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View of MMCF fiber plant, Credit Aditya Birla Cellulose © Textile Exchange

Joe Woodruff © Bonsucro 11

Thank you
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Liquid aluminium © UC Rusal Aluminium Stewardship Initiative

French herring 3 © MSC

